Connection Guide:

Connect your Ultra Wireless Music Gateway to your stereo equipment as shown below.
Features:

- Multi Function Button
- 3.5mm Connector (in)
- Mini USB Power (in)
- 3.5mm Connector (out)
- Bluetooth® Indicator
- Transmit Mode Indicator
- Receive Mode Indicator
Connecting Your Wireless Music Gateway:

The Ultra Wireless Music Gateway will allow you to transmit audio from your Bluetooth®-enabled phone or music player to your stereo and will also allow you to receive audio from your stereo to your Bluetooth®-enabled headphones. Follow the steps below to properly connect and set up your devices.

Follow the below steps to properly install your Wireless Music Gateway

Step 1. Connect the 3.5mm audio cables to the gateway and your stereo as shown in the Connection Guide above.

Step 2. Connect the power adapter to the Ultra Wireless Music Gateway and the closes wall outlet as shown in the Connection Guide above.

Step 3. Make sure the power indicator light of the wireless gateway is illuminated.

Follow the below steps below to enter into Transmit Mode

Step 1. Follow the instructions provided by the manual of your Bluetooth® headset to enter into pairing mode.

Step 2. Keep the MULTI FUNCTION BUTTON on the wireless gateway pressed for 3 seconds until the Bluetooth® indicator light flashes and the TRANSMIT MODE LED illuminates. The wireless music gateway will then begin searching for any available stereo Bluetooth® headsets to pair with.

Note: Device pairing name will be "Ultra Stereo" or "Voiiis Stereo"
Follow the below steps below to enter into *Receive Mode*

Note: Transmitting devices need to support the *Bluetooth® A2DP* (Advanced Audio Distribution Profile). Please check your device’s user manuals to ensure this is supported.

Step 1. Follow the instructions provided in the manual of your stereo *Bluetooth®* phone, music player or computer to enter it into pairing mode.

Step 2. Keep the **MULTI FUNCTION BUTTON** on the gateway pressed for 8 seconds until the *Bluetooth®* indicator light flashes and the **RECEIVE MODE LED** illuminates. The wireless music gateway will then begin searching for and pair with any available Bluetooth-enabled phones, music players or computers.

Step 3. In some cases, mobile phones or computers will require a PIN code to complete the connection. If requested, the code is [0000].

Once the pairing procedure completed, the Ultra Wireless Music Gateway’s *Bluetooth®* indicator will slowly fade in and out to indicate a successful connection. If the device fails to pair, retry steps #1 and #2.

*Note:* Device pairing name will be "Ultra Stereo" or "Voiis Stereo"